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Abstract— This paper reports new findings of our ongoing
research on perceived instability that human users frequently
experience from interacting with virtual textures rendered
with a force-feedback haptic interface. Our work is aimed
at a better understanding of a new type of perceived
instability called “aliveness”, which was discovered during
our previous psychophysical experiments performed using a
popular texture rendering method (spring model with fixed
force directions) and a common texture model (position-
based sinusoidal grating). We first examine the perceptual
and physical characteristics of the proximal stimuli that
cause the perception of aliveness in virtual textures. It leads
to the hypothesis that the virtual environment model used
for computing texture-perturbing forces, not the traditional
control-related instabilities of the haptic texture rendering
system, is responsible for aliveness perception. We show that
this conjecture is true by applying passivity-based stability
theory to the position and force data measured during user
interaction with virtual textures. Examples of the data where
the haptic texture rendering system is passive (therefore
stable) and aliveness is perceived are provided to substantiate
our conclusions. Our results point to the importance of
designing haptic texture rendering methods and models that
are free of perceptual artifacts.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports new findings of our ongoing research
on the perceived instability that human users frequently
experience from virtual textures rendered with a force-
feedback haptic interface (see [3][4][5] for a series of
our previous studies). By perceived instability, we refer
to all unrealistic sensations (such as buzzing or apparent
aliveness of a surface) that cannot be attributed to the
physical properties of a textured surface rendered with a
force-feedback device. Insufficient understanding of the
conditions under which the textured virtual objects are free
of such perceptual artifacts may significantly undermine
the usefulness of haptic texture rendering techniques to
virtual reality applications and the validity of psychophys-
ical experiments using haptic virtual textures.

In general, there are two main sources of perceived
instability in haptic rendering: unstable control of the
haptic interface and improper environment model (texture
rendering method and model, as in our case). Both issues

have been extensively studied for the virtual wall problem
where the goal is to haptically render a stiff wall under
stable control of the haptic interface. The environment
dynamics model of the virtual wall is typically composed
of a mechanical spring and a damper. For this benchmark,
studies on the stable control of the haptic interface have
been widely undertaken (see [1][8][13] for recent ones),
as well as those on the perceptual effects of the model
parameters on the perceived hardness (for examples, see
[16][11]). These studies have led to the general consensus
that the simple spring and damper model can effectively
deliver the target percept of flat-wall hardness without
perceived instability, provided that the parameters are
carefully chosen.

Whereas the rendering of a virtual wall/surface pro-
vides the macro-geometry of a virtual object, haptic
textures supply the micro-geometry of a virtual object.
Most research on haptic texture rendering has focused
on the development of efficient computational algorithms
(see [7][9][12][14][15][17][6]; see also [3] for a review).
Our previous studies [3][4][5] were among the first to
investigate perceived instability during haptic texture ren-
dering and the sources of this perceptual phenomenon.
Our first study quantified the level of perceived sta-
bility/instability during haptic texture rendering [3]. We
conducted psychophysical experiments in which subjects
interacted with a textured surface rendered with a PHAN-
ToM force-feedback haptic interface (SensAble Technolo-
gies; Woburn, MA) and judged the maximum stiffness of
the surface that could be rendered without the perception
of instability. We found that the useful parameter space
for stable texture rendering was very small. The stiffest
textured surfaces rendered within the stable parameter
space feel like soft corduroy, thereby greatly limiting the
range of textures that can be rendered without perceptual
artifacts.

Our next study investigated the characteristics of prox-
imal stimuli (position, force and acceleration at or near
the tip of the PHANToM stylus) that invoked the per-
ception of instability [4]. We observed that whenever the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of parameters used in texture rendering.

subject perceived “buzzing” from the textured surfaces and
subsequently declared the textures to be unrealistic and
unstable, a high-frequency noise was present in measured
data. The frequency range of this buzzing noise was found
to be consistent with that of the mechanical resonance
of the PHANToM (192-242 Hz). These results implies
that studies on the stable control of haptic interfaces for
virtual wall rendering need to be extended to haptic texture
rendering [3][4].

Our most recent study compared the effects of different
collision detection algorithms on the perceived instability
of haptic texture rendering [5]. It revealed another kind
of perceived instability, often described as “aliveness” by
subjects, that was perceptually distinct from traditional
control instabilities such as chattering and buzzing.

In the current study, we investigate the role played by
haptic interface controller and the environment dynamics
model on the perception of aliveness. In particular, we try
to answer the question of whether the texture rendering
system can be stable when users feel aliveness. To assess
the stability of the texture rendering system, passivity-
based stability theory is applied to data gathered from
user interactions with virtual textured surfaces. If aliveness
perception persists under conditions where the texture
rendering system is deemed passive, then we can conclude
that aliveness perception is due to the improper model and
rendering algorithm of the textured surfaces.

II. PERCEIVED INSTABILITY: ALIVENESS

This section describes the conditions under which alive-
ness is perceived and examines the perceptual and physical
characteristics of aliveness through the analysis of mea-
sured data.

The texture model used in our previous study that
revealed the aliveness percept [5] consists of one-
dimensional sinusoidal gratings. The heights of these
gratings are represented by z = Asin

(
2π
L x

)
+ A in the

PHANToM world coordinate frame (see Fig. 1). Using

this model, the penetration depth d(t) is defined as

d(t)=
{

0 if pz(t) > h(px(t))
Asin

(
2π
L px(t)

)
+A− pz(t) if pz(t) ≤ h(px(t))

(1)
where p(t) = (px(t), py(t), pz(t)) is the position of the
PHANToM stylus tip, and h(px(t)) = Asin

(
2π
L px(t)

)
+A

is the height of the texture model at px(t). The rendering
force is computed as Fmag(t) = Kd(t)nW , where K denotes
stiffness and nW denotes the normal of the underlying
plane. This method, which was proposed in [12], perturbs
only force magnitudes according to the texture model.
It has been used in psychophysical studies using virtual
textures (for example, see [18]). Perception of aliveness
occurred with surfaces rendered with the aforementioned
texture rendering method and model for two exploration
modes tested: free exploration and stroking. During free
exploration, subjects were free to interact with the textured
surfaces in any manner. During stroking, subjects were
instructed to move the PHANToM stylus laterally across
the sinusoidal gratings (i.e., along the x-axis in Fig. 1).

Our previous work found that perceived aliveness dur-
ing free exploration is due to a perceptible change in force
while the stylus is perceived to be stationary in space
[5]. Aliveness sensation was usually reported when the
subject positioned the stylus inside the textured surface.
Fig. 2(a) demonstrates this finding with position and force
data measured during free exploration of the textured
surface (rendered with a stiffness value one standard
deviation above the stiffness threshold for perceptually
stable texture rendering). In this figure, force along the
cylindrical axis of the stylus, FS

z (t), is plotted with respect
to the displacement of the stylus, (px(t), pz(t)), for a
short period of time (400 ms). Note that FS

z (t) is not
plotted against py(t) since our texture model does not vary
along the y-axis. Also shown are three projections. The
projection on the px(t)-pz(t) plane shows that the tip of
the stylus moved by less than 0.56 mm in the x-direction
and 0.94 mm in the z-direction. This movement magnitude
is probably below the human detection threshold when the
hand is moving in free space. The corresponding change
in force magnitude, however, was large enough to be
perceptible (maxFS

z (t)−minFS
z (t) = 0.59 N). Fig. 2(b)

shows the data collected during stroking when the subject
perceived aliveness. In this figure, we can observe many
“ripples” with force magnitudes on the order of 0.5 N
despite a very short time period (400 ms). This seems
to be consistent with the subjects’ reports that they felt
“pulsating” textured surfaces during stroking.

A particularly interesting finding is that the perceptual
and physical characteristics of aliveness are quite different
from those of buzzing – a typical perceived instability
reported in the literature on the hard wall rendering
problem and in our previous work. The difference between
aliveness and buzzing can be clearly observed in the
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(a) Free exploration and (A, L, K) = (1 mm, 1 mm, 0.4 N/mm).
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(b) Stroking and (A, L, K) = (1 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 N/mm).

Fig. 2. Characteristics of aliveness.
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(a) Stroking and (A, L, K) = (1 mm, 2 mm, 1.2 N/mm).
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(b) Stroking and (A, L, K) = (1 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 N/mm).

Fig. 3. Power spectral densities of pz(t).

frequency spectrum of position data measured along the z-
axis (i.e., perpendicular to the wall underlying the textured
surface). Fig. 3(a) shows the case where buzzing was
apparent in the virtual textures rendered with stiffness
values much higher than the threshold for perceptually
stable rendering. In this figure, two spectral peaks are
present: one for texture information at around ftex = 71
Hz and the other for instability perception at around
fins = 150 Hz. This indicates that the subject perceived the
texture information corrupted by the high frequency noise
that is responsible for the perception of buzzing. As the
stiffness gain was decreased to be close to the threshold for
perceptually stable texture rendering, buzzing was reduced
and aliveness became the primary criterion used by the
subject to declare unstable textures. Fig. 3(b) shows the
typical data for aliveness. It is apparent that aside from
the spectral peak for texture perception ( ftex = 63 Hz),
no other distinctive spectral components can be observed.
These data strongly suggest that aliveness may be in-
herently different from buzzing, the traditional control

instability for haptic rendering.

III. PASSIVITY OF RENDERING

A question that naturally follows from prior observa-
tions is what is responsible for the perception of alive-
ness. Since the perceptual and physical characteristics of
aliveness are qualitatively different from those of control-
related instability and the environment dynamics for tex-
ture rendering is designed to create temporal vibrations
unlike that for virtual wall rendering, we suspected that
aliveness may be caused by the virtual environment dy-
namics (Fmag(t) and the sinusoidal grating texture model)
rather than control instability.

To investigate this hypothesis, we examined whether
it is possible for a human user to perceive aliveness
while the texture rendering system including the force-
feedback device is stable in the control sense. For this
purpose, we applied passivity-based stability theory on
the data measured from a user interacting with virtual
textured surfaces. Since passivity is a sufficient condition
for stability [8], our hypothesis can be confirmed if we
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Fig. 4. Effort and flow of haptic texture rendering system.

find cases in which a human user feels aliveness from a
passive texture rendering system.

In order to judge the passivity of the texture rendering
system, we used a passivity observer (PO) [8]. The PO
is an on-line observer for monitoring the energy flow of
a dynamic system. The system is passive if the PO is
positive for all time indices under consideration [8]. For
the texture rendering system shown in Fig. 4, the PO with
zero initial energy storage is defined as

PO(k) =
k

∑
i=1

FW
z (i∆t)vz(i∆t)∆t, (2)

where ∆t is the sampling time, k is the time index for
samples, FW

z (t) is the measured force at the stylus of
the PHANToM along the z-axis of the PHANToM world
coordinate frame, and vz(t) is the velocity of the stylus
along the z-axis. We only considered FW

z (t) because the
PHANToM only applies forces in the z-direction when
Fmag(t) is used.

The measurement data used by the PO were collected
under a variety of experimental conditions varying in sub-
ject (one male (S1) and one female (S2)), stiffness value,
and exploration mode (free exploration and stroking).
The two subjects had both participated in our previous
experiments in which the thresholds for perceptually stable
texture rendering were measured [5]. The parameters for
sinusoidal gratings were A = 1 mm and L = 2 mm. FW

z (t)
was measured with a 3D force/torque sensor mounted on
the last link of the PHANToM that was closest to the
stylus (see [4] for instrumentation details). Due to the
poor resolution of velocity estimates derived directly from
the PHANToM position encoders [2], vz(t) was estimated
using the end-fit first-order adaptive windowing technique
[10].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Four representative data plots are shown in this section
for the cases where (a) the haptic texture rendering system
is stable in both the control and perceptual sense, (b)
rendering is passive but aliveness is perceived (free explo-
ration), (c) same as (b) with stroking, and (d) rendering is
active and aliveness is perceived.

Fig. 5(a) shows the results of one experimental con-
dition under which subject S2 could maintain stationary

contact between the stylus of the PHANToM and the
virtual textured surface without feeling any instability. The
stiffness, K = 0.2 N/mm, was about one standard devia-
tion below the threshold for perceptually stable texture
rendering under the same condition (A = 1 mm and L = 2
mm). The top panel shows pz(t) over ten seconds, and the
middle panel shows FW

z (t). Both measured variables rarely
exhibit abrupt changes. As expected, the PO remains
positive at all time.

The next figure, Fig. 5(b), is for an experimental
condition measured with K = 0.5 N/mm, which is about
one standard deviation above the threshold for stable
rendering. Subject S1 reported that the texture felt alive
in this condition. Consistent with the subject’s perception,
much larger fluctuations are observed in both the pz(t)
and FW

z (t) plots. However, the PO remains to be positive
indicating that perceived instability can occur even when
the texture rendering system is passive and stable.

A similar case was also found for stroking. The data
shown in Fig. 5(c) were measured when subject S1 per-
ceived apparent aliveness but no high-frequency buzzing
noises. The stiffness, K = 0.8 N/mm, was one standard
deviation above the corresponding threshold for stable
texture rendering. The top panel shows the position data
along the lateral direction, px(t), for stroking motion. The
next two panels (pz(t) and FW

z (t), respectively) show the
abrupt changes in proximal stimuli that resulted in the
perception of aliveness. In particular, the magnitude of
force variations is up to about 2 N. Despite the apparent
aliveness, however, the PO (the bottom panel) remains
positive, and therefore the texture rendering system is
passive and stable.

The last plot, Fig. 5(d), shows an example where
the texture rendering system is active during stroking.
The data were measured when subject S2 stroked the
textured surface rendered with very high stiffness (K =
1.2 N/mm). The subject reported that both aliveness and
high-frequency buzzing noises were present under this
experimental condition. Aliveness can be observed in
the plots of pz(t) and FW

z (t) in terms of very small
positional variations but relatively large force variations.
High-frequency buzzing shows up as the spectral peak at
150 Hz in the power spectrum of pz(t) that was shown
earlier in Fig. 3(a). In the bottom panel of Fig. 5(d), the
PO (the bottom panel) turns negative, indicating that the
texture rendering system was active.

V. SUMMARY

We have shown in this paper that some currently
widely used texture rendering methods and models may
introduce artifacts that result in unrealistic sensations. We
first went over the perceptual and physical characteristics
of perceived instability of aliveness using data measured
from a user interacting with a virtual textured wall. This
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(a) Passive rendering during free exploration without instability percep-
tion (Subject S2, A = 1 mm, L = 2 mm, and K = 0.2 N/mm).
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(b) Passive rendering during free exploration with aliveness perception
(Subject S1, A = 1 mm, L = 2 mm, and K = 0.5 N/mm).
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(c) Passive rendering during stroking with aliveness perception (Subject
S1, A = 1 mm, L = 2 mm, and K = 0.8 N/mm).
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(d) Active rendering during stroking with aliveness and buzzing percep-
tion (Subject S2, A = 1 mm, L = 2 mm, and K = 1.2 N/mm).

Fig. 5. Experimental results.

analysis led to the hypothesis that the unstable control of
a force-feedback haptic interface may not be the source of
aliveness perception. By applying passivity-based control
theory on the experimentally collected data, we showed
that the conjecture is true and that the texture rendering
method and model are responsible for aliveness percep-
tion.

Our previous study found that perceived instability such
as buzzing is due to unstable control of the PHANToM
haptic interface. Our current study suggests that, unlike
virtual wall rendering, texture rendering methods and
models can invoke the perception of unrealistic sensations
such as aliveness while the haptic interface is stably
controlled. When combined, these findings suggest that the

effects of both device control and environment dynamics
should be taken into account to accomplish perceptually
realistic rendering of haptic textures. This requirement
brings up two new research issues. How do we design
texture rendering methods and models that do not induce
perceptual artifacts? How do we extend the stable control
techniques for virtual wall rendering to texture rendering?
We shall pursue these questions in the future.
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